1972 ford 302 engine

The Ford cubic inch displacement CID engine was one of the most popular American power
plants throughout the "muscle car" era extending from to The engine was a V8, and owners and
racers loved the power band and its throttle response. But once the final powerplant was
fleshed out and integrated with a Larry Shimoda-style Trans Am Mustang body Shimoda went
on to design the Chevy Corvette Mako Shark , things got even more exciting for race drivers in
addition to the public. The Ford contingent was headed up by Bud Moore, and after nearly
winning the championship in '69, got the job done the following year. The stock "F" variant was
produced between to , at which time the line was closed. This was the dealer showroom stock
engine and was the weakest of all of the engines. The power plant was configured as an
eight-cylinder, degree, overhead valve power plant with a total displacement of cubic inches.
Horsepower ranged from BHP at 4, rpm between and , but the power dropped significantly in the
model years to BHP at 4, rpm. To give you some sense of how unimpressive this version was, it
ran on regular gasoline below octane. The "G" 8V Tunnel Port variant was produced in and was
sold as both a dealer showroom accessory engine, or "off the shelf" racing power plant for use
in the development stage of the Trans Am Series. The engine was configured as an
eight-cylinder, degree, overhead valve, carrying cubic inches producing pounds-feet at 2, rpm,
BHP at 5, rpm or BHP at 8, rpm Trans Am version. The higher compression of this version
required premium gasoline octane or better. The "G" 4V Boss variant was produced between
and and was the "big dog" of all the engines. The power plant was offered as both a dealer
upgrade showroom car and as a "crate" racing engine for direct use in the Trans Am Series.
This is the engine that won the Trans Am Championship in and was a very impressive piece of
power plant technology in its day. The power plant was configured as an eight-cylinder, degree,
overhead valve engine offering cubic inches, pounds-feet at 4, rpm, BHP at 5, rpm or BHP at 9,
rpm Trans Am Racing version. Since , Rick Carlton has authored more than articles on the
principles, application, analysis and deployment of interoperable enterprise technologies.
Additionally, he has written more than feature articles on aviation, auto and motorsports topics
including work for The Auto Channel, "Automobile," "Flight Training" and "On-Track" magazine.
Ford Engine Specs by Rick Carlton. The engine was introduced in That year a high performance
was not offered in the production cars. Ford was looking for a higher output small block though.
The first attempt with the was the "tunnel port". Copied from the NASCAR heads, the intake
push rods ran through a small tube in the head, surrounded by huge intake ports and valves.
The gains just weren't there from those exotic heads. The next year, , Ford came back with a
better designed head. This head design had canted-valves, placed at an angle, allowing for
larger intake and exhaust valves. It also created a semi-hemispherical combustion chamber. A
special block was used with the heads. Ford called it the Boss In addition to the heads the Boss
had:. And Boss it was. The Boss was a close as you could come to buying a racing engine in a
street car. Classic Cars. In addition to the heads the Boss had: Four bolt mains Forged rods
Chevrolet was about to get involved in a very big way. Vince Piggins at Chevrolet saw the great
potential for sales of Camaros by racing in the Trans Am series. The Camaros had a clear horse
power advantage over the Mustangs. The ports and valves in the heads were too small to
produce the horsepower needed. The best head available was the high performance heads with
small valves and ports. The new Ford would be ideal for Trans-Am racing since it was under the
cid limit of class limit, but the hi-po heads would be too restrictive on the longer stroke of the
block. Ford started a crash development program to fix the problem at Ford Engine and
Development during This effort would lead to development of the Boss in It was also during this
development time that the famous Ford "tunnel port head" came about. There was a "pull out
the stops" effort to maximize the flow of the heads. The Ford engineers developed a brand new
head with straight intake ports and the pushrod tubes running through the port. In the past the
ports would twist around the pushrods. The intake valves were a huge 2. The exhaust valves
were 1. Each port feed an individual cylinder. These heads became known as "tunnel ports. The
overhead valve pushrod engines competed for space with the intake ports. Conventional design
places the pushrods along side a rectangular shaped intake port. These ports also steer around
the pushrods. The Ford tunnel-port design runs the pushrod through the center of a round
intake port, within a thin wall tube. The ports flow better due to their round shape and straight
path. This design was first used on the , and then in on a special These round intake ports were
3. The Tunnel Port cylinder heads feature 2. By comparison, the High Performance engine used
1. These large valves completely filled the wedge shaped combustion chamber. Two cfm
Holley's sat on a high-rise aluminum manifold. Two Autolite carburetors were used on the street
version. The race version featured domed pistons, yielding a compression ratio of The nodular
cast iron rocker arms were shaft mounted, similar to those used on the Y-block V Lubrication
for these shaft mounted rockers required a special block with revised oil passages. Also used
was a special road racing style 8-quart oil pan. Some used an early transistorized ignition. The

street version used flat-top piston, for The engine was complete with thermactor emissions
control hardware, Hi-Po style exhaust manifolds, and a thermostatic clutch radiator fan. As used
in Trans Am competition the engines produced approximately bhp with an 8, rpm redline You
have to finish races to win them, though. The tunnel port engines just didn't have lasting power.
Engine failure after engine failure keep the Mustangs from finishing the races. Penske's
Camaros dominated the Trans-Am racing. Trans Am competition in , the Boss The engine was
introduced on April 17, About 8, Boss engines were built. The Boss block was essentially the
next generation of High Performance hardware, but features a forged steel crankshaft, 4-bolt
main caps, and screw-in freeze plugs. These modifications were developed as part of the Tunnel
Port design. The real magic of the Boss engines came from the canted-valve Cleveland cylinder
heads. While the Boss was normally considered a with Cleveland heads, these canted-valve
heads were used first on the Boss before the rest of the Cleveland was developed. As fitted to
the Boss, the heads feature steel spring seats, screw-in rocker studs, pushrod guide plates, and
adjustable rocker arms. The Boss and C-4V head casting were the same except for a minor
difference in water passages. Camshafts were quite similar to the Hi-Po. Due to the larger
Cleveland-style heads, the Boss weighs somewhat more than the normal , tipping the scales at
lbs. During the '69 Trans Am season the racing engines were putting out bhp at a 9, rpm redline.
Designed for the road racing environment, the engines featured a scraper style windage tray.
This tray attached to four special main cap bolts with small threaded holes in their heads.
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longest-running production engines ever. The Ford has been used in quite a few Ford, Lincoln
and Mercury models over the year including vans, pickup trucks and of course the popular
Mustang. Most people know the more commonly as the 5. The actual liter displacement of these
engines is 4, cubic centimeters which gives the engine an official displacement of 4. Since the
Ford inline six already used the 4. Plus telling someone that you have a 5. In the first year of
production for the Ford decided to turn some heads by offering a high-performance version for
their new V8 that would be used in the Shelby GT The high performance engine block was
produced in Mexico and had a higher nickel content, therefore, making it stronger. The engine,
however, was not very popular due to the fact that it put out only horsepower which was of
course much weaker than engines like the Ford and the Ford After 27 years of service, the Ford
5. Still today, many Ford enthusiasts prefer the over the 4. Many racing enthusiasts bore out
their s out to a or a known as the or stroker which also provides a combination of reliable
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a second life. The connecting rods were shortened to allow the use of the same pistons as the It
replaced the early in the model year. The most common form of this engine used a two-barrel
carburetor, initially with 9. It had hydraulic lifters and valves of 1. Optional was a four-barrel
version rated at hp kW at 4, rpm. The was manufactured in Windsor from to This is where the
Windsor name comes from. In , the manufacturing of the engine was moved from Windsor,
Ontario to Cleveland, Ohio. Along with the move came most changes that stayed with it for the
remainder of its life. These were longer valve stems with rotating lash caps, bottle neck type
rocker studs for a positive stop nut arrangement and a longer pushrod to correct valve train
geometry. Emission regulations caused a progressive reduction in compression ratio for the
two-barrel, to 9. In that year, U. By , its power dropped as low as hp 91 kW. Until fuel injection
began to appear in the s, net power ratings did not rise above hp kW. From the car model year,
the became more commonly known as the 5. In the carbureted engine was replaced with
throttle-body fuel injection. For the model year, Ford went to sequential multi-port fuel injection
which is identifiable by the large intake with the EFI 5. Electronic fuel injection first appeared for
the on the Lincoln Continental in The first incarnation of the 5 litre or 5. A water passage
revision and a firing order change for High Output variants saw out the 5. These specs may not
be correct for your application. Verify your engine specs with a service manual for your year
and model. Always torque bolts in three equal increments. Bore X Stroke: 3. Sealer water jacket
70 ft-lbs. Rocker Arms Engine Oil 20 ft-lbs. Oil Pump Engine Oil 25 ft-lbs. Oil Pan Engine Oil 15
ft-lbs. Camshaft Thrust Plate Thread Locker 10 ft-lbs. Cam Bolt upper gear Thread Locker 40
ft-lbs. Front Cover Engine Oil 20 ft-lbs. Valve Cover Engine Oil 10 ft-lbs. Flexplate Automatic.
Flywheel Clutch Thread Locker 85 ft-lbs. Clutch Pressure Plate Thread Locker 35 ft-lbs.
Centerbolt Harmonic Damper Thread Locker 90 ft-lbs. Bellhousing Transmission to Block
Engine Oil 25 ft-lbs. The came with 2 different size spark plugs. Ford switched to the smaller
base spark plug in with the appearance of the D8OE heads. I use to have a in my Ford Ranger.
The returned in as the 5. The block was fitted with revised, taller lifter bosses to accept roller
lifters, and a steel camshaft in , and electronic sequential fuel injection was introduced in While
sequential injection was used on the Mustang beginning in , many other vehicles, including
trucks, continued to use a batch-fire fuel injection system. The speed-density based EFI
systems used a large, two-piece, cast-aluminum manifold. It was fitted on all engines through ,
after which year it was phased out for a mass-air type measuring system in most applications
non-California compliant Panther platform cars retained the speed-density system until the
Lincoln Town Car received the Modular V8 for model year , and the Crown Victoria and Grand
Marquis for The MAF system continued, with minor revisions, until the retirement of the engine
in Ford Factory 5. In mid, the Explorer and Mountaineer 5. They also had smaller cc combustion
chambers for added compression, and the combustion chamber shape was revised to put the
spark plug tip near the center of the chamber for a more even burn. These GT40P heads are
considered by many enthusiasts to be extremely efficient. Featured on the 93 Cobra and Cobra

R fox Mustangs. It apparently flows the best of the 3 designs, albeit a very small amount. Easier
to find an early version. You can tell right away which version the upper is, the later ones had
two surfaces, in the middle where the EGR was is a channel instead of one complete flat surface
for all 8 ports, you get 4 on each side. Very hard to find and desirable lower intake manifold.
This would have an F3 meaning in the part number. Sold as a kit from the performance catalog
from to , this is a modified Explorer lower intake to fit your fox. Check out the Ford Explorer 5.
From Ford used a cid V8 instead of the The is essentially a cid with the cylinder bores reduced
to 3. Rated power SAE net was hp kW , depending on year and application. Cylinder heads,
which were specific to this engine, used smaller combustion chambers and valves, and the
intake ports were oval whereas the others were all rectangular. The only externally visible clue
was the use of an open-runner intake manifold with a stamped-steel lifter valley cover attached
to its underside, reminiscent of previous-generation V8 engines. Some variants i. Mercury
Grand Marquis were fitted with a variable-venturi carburetor which were capable of highway fuel
economy in excess of 27 MPG. As mentioned above, the only externally visible cue was the use
of an open runner intake manifold. See the photos below:. Torque Specifications These specs
may not be correct for your application. Always torque bolts in three equal increments Bore X
Stroke: 3. Outer Main Cap Bolts Engine 40 ft-lbs. Connecting Rod , , Engine Oil 25 ft-lbs.
Cylinder Heads Engine oil blind hole Sealer water jacket 70 ft-lbs. More Articles:. Since the
Mustang had undergone a major restyling in , the models saw no big styling changes, only
minor cosmetic ones. Probably due to increasing governmental fuel economy regulations, all of
the Boss cars were dropped from the lineup. The Boss and both versions of the engine were
dropped so all the fun was gone from the Mustang models. A depressing year, especially with
sales down too. Production for topped out at , The Mustang remains unchanged from the older
sibling. Save for a few cosmetic changes, most body panels and parts are interchangeable. With
a lack of any real exterior differences, the virtually unchanged Mustang sold poorly. Hold me
back folks. For the keen eyed fans, you could tell the and Mustangs apart thanks to the lettering
on the rear deck lid. In addition, one got the color matching rubberized front bumper, some front
hood moldings that were color keyed, as well as front fender color matching moldings. The
wheels got a trim ring and center hub cap. The lower body received a paint treatment. The
rocker panels as well as each wheel well got a chrome trim piece. It was very difficult to tell the
difference between , and Mustangs if you are not familiar with decals. But the easiest way to tell
the difference is the front grille. Due to tightening emissions regulations the most notable
change for the Mustang was basically the end of the special Ford muscle car performance
engine era. The Mach 1, like all other models, were virtually unchanged. Due to tightening
emissions regulations, the Boss edition and optional big block were dropped after , leaving the
cu in 5. At mid-year, Ford offered a slightly detuned Boss engine, which could be ordered with
any model. Only Mustangs were built with the drag race oriented R code motor and was
designated as the HO. Mandatory options were the top loader 4 speed, competition N case rear
end , , , Boss , HO , and air conditioning delete. Vacuum operated Ram Air was not available,
however the HO came with the first full time cold air induction system in a Mustang, routing
cold air via a 2 piece plastic duct under the battery tray to the air cleaner snorkel. The variants
and special edition Mustangs for are a rather sad affair. The Boss and both versions of the
engine were dropped. The Sprint combined the Exterior Decor Group with a special paint
treatment to help celebrate the Olympics. The Mustang Grande was back for model year with no
major changes. The Mustang Grande option was only for the hardtop and consisted of a vinyl
roof, plush interior with deluxe cloth high bucket seats, electric clock, interior trim panels with
molded pull handles and arm rests, deluxe two-spoke steering wheel, color-keyed racing
mirrors, full wheel covers, metal rocker panel moldings, metal wheel lip trim, and dual exterior
paint stripes. Learn more about the Ford Mustang Grande. No big changes on the Mach 1 front
between and model year. The Mustang Mach 1 got the NASA-style scoop hood; argent silver or
black lower body finish; color keyed front bumper, rear fender moldings, and sport mirrors;
black honeycomb grille with integrated fog lamps; sport hubcaps with trim rings; a ci, 2-barrel,
V8 engine; and a sport interior with high back bucket seats, electric clock, triple instrument pod,
black and wood grain dash trim, and deluxe carpet and door panels. The engine was standard
but there was the ability to upgrade to one of three cubic inch Cleveland V8s. Learn more about
the Ford Mustang Mach 1. A limited edition version called the Mustang Sprint was introduced in
February as a spring sales promotion. Ford Mustang sales for the year of were significantly
down, and Ford was in need of a boost in sales, especially for their standard mustangs. The
springtime promotion was on the horizon, as was the Olympics. From this emerged the Sprint.
Learn more about the Ford Mustang Sprint. A total of , Mustangs were sold in Total production
was down A notable option for was the Exterior Decor Group on the hardtop and convertible. To
round out the Mach 1 look, the Mach 1 tape side stripes could also be ordered. Coinciding with

similar Pinto and Maverick packages, was the Sprint package available on the Mustang
SportsRoof and hardtops fifty convertibles were also made and you can learn more above. This
was called the Sprint Package A. For more detailed options and pricing, please check out our
pricing and options research. A total of 16 exterior colors were offered for the Mustang model
year. For detailed colors, color palettes, codes and interior colors please check out our in depth
colors information post. Since saw another major restyling change for the Mustang, in there
were no major changes. The Mustang was still large, more tha
saturn vue repair
norcold power board wiring diagram
scion tc rally
n two inches longer and almost two and a half inches wider than the pre models. The also had
the same inch wheelbase as the For more information on engines for , you can find the
information here. We have mentioned before that getting accurate performance data on the
early Mustangs is nearly impossible. In most cases only specific variant or engine combinations
were ever tested. Below is the performance data for the Mustangs that we could find. We
managed to find some great video reviews of the Mustang so definitely check those out. We
also have a picture Ford Mustang Picture Gallery and photos of real Mustangs in each color that
was available. Share Tweet. First Gen Mustang. Description Measure Body Length See all
results. Weekly Mustang News Get the latest Mustang news, rumors, deals and events each
week. Cool Mustang stuff. No crap, we promise. Please confirm deletion. There is no undo!
Cancel Delete. This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks. Coupe, Convertible,
Fastback.

